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Using the nuclear norm regularization techniques on tensor network renormalization algorithm,
we study the phase diagram, the critical behavior and the duality property of the antiferromagnetic
6-state clock model on the Union Jack lattice. We find that this model undergoes multiple phase
transitions; there is the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless, Z6 symmetry breaking and chiral transition
with decreasing temperature. Furthermore, we provide convincing numerical evidence that its quasi-
long range order is well explained by the compactified boson conformal field theory (CFT) and
the chiral transition is in perfect agreement with the Ising CFT, including central charge, scaling
dimension spectrum, and operator product expansion coefficients.

I. INTRODUCTION

The critical behavior of frustrated spin systems has
been investigated quite intensively, due to the exotic crit-
ical behavior and phase diagrams. Among these frus-
trated spin systems, many numerical studies have been
performed to elucidate the criticality of fully frustrated
XY models [1–7]. The typical example is the antiferro-
magnetic (AF) XYmodel on the triangular lattice. Apart
from the global U(1) internal symmetry, this model is
known to exhibit a Z2 symmetry breaking transition orig-
inating from macroscopically degenerated ground states
induced by geometrical frustration. Despite the con-
troversy over the nature of its critical properties, it
is generally accepted that the phase transition associ-
ated with the quasi-long range order (QLRO), as known
as the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition,
lies considerably close to, but strictly lower than, the
Ising-like transition with Z2 symmetry breaking, namely
TBKT < TIs.

Although all classical AFXY models on the lattice con-
sisting of the triangular plaquette can be categorized as
the fully frustrated XY models, their critical properties
may depend on the lattice structure. For example, the
AFXY models on the Union Jack (UJ) lattice are known
to have the reverse order of transitions as TBKT > TIs
[8, 9]. It is expected that the critical properties of the
AFXY on the UJ and the triangular lattice will be dif-
ferent, but to the best of our knowledge, there are no
numerical researches investigated from the perspective
of conformal field theory (CFT) on the AFXY on the UJ
lattice.

Recently, tensor network (TN) algorithms have become
a promising toolbox to investigate the criticality of frus-
trated systems [10–13]. In this study, we extract the
conformal data of the AFXY on the UJ lattice by ap-
plying recently proposed TN algorithms, the so-called
tensor network renormalization (TNR) method [14–18].
We believe that the main advantage of using TNR over
the other existing methods is that one could improve

the identification of the universality class, since this ap-
proach allows us to estimate not only the scaling dimen-
sions of primary fields, but also a variety of conformal
data, including central charges, higher levels of the scal-
ing dimension spectrum, and operator product expan-
sion (OPE) coefficients. In this study, we utilize one of
the most sophisticated algorithms, so called nuclear norm
regularized (NNR)-TNR algorithm, to elucidate the crit-
ical properties. Compared to other TNR algorithms, the
NNR-TNR algorithm could potentially allow us to ex-
tract much more stable conformal data at larger system
sizes with smaller bond dimensions. We expect this fea-
ture to be particularly effective in circumstances where
multiple critical points are close together, as it allows
us to suppress the notorious finite-size effect of critical
phenomena. However, due to limited computational re-
sources, it is always preferable to represent the TN states
in a compact manner.
In order to accurately determine the critical properties

of the AFXY model on the UJ lattice, we first consider
the discretized version of the continuous degrees of free-
dom, namely the AF 6-state clock model on the UJ lattice
defined by the reduced Hamiltonian as,

H = J
∑
⟨i,j⟩

cos(θi − θj), (1)

where θi = 2πni/6 and ni = 0, 1 · · · 5. The geometrical
frustration is induced by the AF coupling on the UJ lat-
tice and is expected to have ±2π/3 degree rotated spin
configurations at the ground state with 12-fold degener-
acy, as shown as “chiral LRO” in Fig. 1(b). In this way,
this model still remains as commensurate with the AFXY
model on the UJ lattice, while suppressing the finite bond
dimension effects of TN algorithms. For example, thanks
to the discretization of the XY spins, the infinite ground
state degeneracy of the AF 6-state clock model is allevi-
ate to 12-fold degeneracy. In the case where the phase
transition can be attributed to symmetry breaking, the
finite number of ground state degeneracy enables us to
track the critical properties at finite bond dimension via
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FIG. 1. (a) (Top) Phase diagram of the AF 6-state clock
model on the UJ lattice. With decreasing temperature the
phase becomes disordered, spin QLRO, Z6 and chiral LRO,
leading to the BKT, the Z6 symmetry breaking and the Ising
transition of the Z2 symmetry breaking of 6-fold degenerate
states at Tc3, Tc2 and Tc1, respectively. (Bottom) Phase di-
agram of the AF 6-state clock model in the dual representa-
tion. After the duality transformation, the Z6 LRO phase is
exchanged with the disordered phase, while the chiral LRO
phase is transformed into the Z2 LRO phase. The corre-
sponding universality classes at Tc2, Tc3 are also swapped to
the BKT and Z6 symmetry breaking transition, respectively.
It exhibits the standard Ising transition at Tc1 via the Z2 sym-
metry breaking. (b) (Left) An example of spin configuration
of the AF 6-state clock model at the ground state. The plus-
minus signs indicate a chirality of the UJ plaquettes. (Right)
Its typical spin configuration of the Z6 LRO phase [9]. The
fluctuating spin in the middle represents the disordered state.

the TNR algorithm.

In addition, since this discretization allows us to per-
form the Kramers-Wannier duality transformations [19–
21], we gain insight into the dual representation of the
AF 6-state clock model. Since the dual representation is
nothing more than an alternative TN expression of the
partition function defined on the dual lattice, it should
not affect the physical observables or the transition tem-
peratures. However, its phase behavior and the under-
lying scaling dimension may appear different from the
original TN representation, because its scaling field is
also redefined in the dual representation. We observe
that the dual TN representation leads not only to a fur-
ther reduction of the required bond dimensions, but also
to a simplification of the underlying conformal data.

We numerically confirm the phase diagram shown in
Fig. 1(a), as we will see in the rest of this article. The
NNR-TNR calculation shows that the BKT, Z6 symme-
try breaking and Ising transition occur at different tem-
peratures. For the AF 6-state clock model on the UJ
lattice, as shown at the top of Fig. 1(a), the lower and
intermediate temperature phases correspond to the chi-
ral and Z6 LRO (See also Fig. 1(b)), while it exhibits the
spin QLRO and disordered phase with increasing temper-

ature. The corresponding phase transitions are identified
as the Ising, Z6 symmetry breaking and BKT transition
at Tc1, Tc2 and Tc3, respectively. In the case of the dual
representation, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 1(a), the
order of the Z6 LRO phase and the disordered phase is
swapped, but the chiral LRO phase is translated into the
Z2 ordered phase in the dual representation. Since the
scaling field is rewritten in the dual way, the universality
classes at Tc1, Tc2 and Tc3 in the dual representation are
converted to the Ising, BKT and Z6 symmetry breaking
transition, respectively. More precisely, the low-energy
physics of both representations in the spin QLRO regime
is consistent with the compactified boson CFT, while the
universality classes at Tc2 and Tc3 are swapped after the
duality transformation, which follows from the duality of
the Zq=6 deformed sine-Gordon theory. Furthermore, we
confirm that the critical fixed point of the tensor at the
Z2 symmetry breaking point is in precise agreement with
the Ising CFT, including central charge, scaling dimen-
sion spectrum and OPE coefficients.

This paper is organized as follows. In the Sect. II,
we explain the recipes for the TN representations of the
partition functions of the AF 6-state clock model and its
dual representation, and the method to extract the phys-
ical quantities via the NNR-TNR. The Sect. III shows
our main numerical results on the identification of their
critical properties. Lastly, we give our conclusion and
discussion of our work in Sect. IV.

II. TENSOR NETWORK (TN)

A. TN construction of partition function of the AF
6-state clock model

The partition function of the classical Hamiltonian can
be represented by trace of local tensors τ in the TN for-
malism as follows,

Z = tr eβH = tTr
⊗

τ, (2)

where β = 1/T is the inverse temperature and tTr de-
notes trace over TNs. As has been discussed in the pre-
vious literatures [11], the local tensor constructed under
the standard TN formalism does not allow us to calcu-
late the physical observable at thermodynamic limit. In
fact, there are suitable choices of local tensors τ for frus-
trated spin systems. The gists of the proper choice can
be rephrased in terms of encoding emergent degrees of
freedom and constructing sets of local Hamiltonian tiles
over whole lattice [10, 13]. We observed that this essence
is passed on to the TNR algorithm, where the algorithm
involves truncation of local tensors.

The appropriate choice of the local tensors τ can be
found via defining the Boltzmann weight of spin configu-
rations on the dual site to include the emergent degrees
of freedom. It is straightforward to define such a Boltz-
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FIG. 2. (a) TN construction of partition function of the AF 6-
state clock model on the UJ lattice. The dashed lines denote
the original UJ lattice and the solid lines correspond to the
connecting legs of TN. The δ tensor denotes the Dirac delta
function and W corresponds to the Boltzmann weight. (b)
Mapping of the original UJ lattice to the TN on the square
lattice by regrouping the indices of the tensor. (c) TN con-
figurations after the decomposition of the I and S tensor.
(d) Uniform TN representation of partition function on the
square lattice. (e) The detailed procedures performed in the
(a)-(d) for the construction of the local tensor.

mann weight tensor (Fig. 2(a)) on the dual site as,

W (θi, θj , θk) = e
Jβ
2 [cos(θi−θj)+cos(θj−θk)+cos(θk−θi)], (3)

where the factor 1/2 is introduced to avoid double count-
ing.

The next step is to arrange the δ tensor so that the
individual clusters are properly connected, i.e. the shared

spins between different clusters should be consistent with
each other. This can be achieved by placing the δ tensor
on the original lattice vertices, but with its legs connected
to the Boltzmann weight W . To illustrate this, we first
split the UJ lattice into the two independent sublattices
A and B and label them A8 and B4. Here their subscripts
denote their coordination number, and each sublattice A8

and B4 is shown as yellow and orange circles in Fig. 2(a).
The δ tensor on the B4 sublattice can be defined as,

δθi,θj ,θk,θl =

{
1, θi = θj = θk = θl
0, otherwise.

(4)

The δ tensor on the A8 sublattice can be constructed in
a similar fashion as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Let us first consider mapping of the tensor objects onto

the square lattice shown in Fig. 2(b) for the convenience
of the TNR algorithm. The Boltzmann weightW and the
δ tensor on the B4 sublattice are regrouped as circled in
the red dashed line of Fig. 2(a) to form a 4-leg tensor
denoted by I. For the δ tensor on the A8 sublattice, we
simply regroup the two legs of the δ to form the 4-leg
tensor denoted by S; see Fig. 2(e).

Lastly, in order to obtain the uniform TN representa-
tion of the local tensor τ , we decompose the 4-leg ten-
sors I into the product of two 3-leg tensors horizontally
in Fig. 2(c) via truncated singular value decomposition
(SVD) as

I = UΣV † = ILIR, (5)

where U and V are 3-leg isometries and Σ is a diagonal
matrix. Here we keep all singular values Σ as long as they
are greater than the machine epsilon and split it into two
3-legged tensors as IL = U

√
Σ and IR =

√
ΣV †. The

4-leg tensor S can be split vertically into a pair of 3-leg
tensors SU and SD using the same procedures. Note that
the thicker the legs of tensors, the larger bond dimensions
required for the truncated SVD. Finally, contracting the
3-leg tensors in Fig. 2(e) gives the uniform TN represen-
tation of the local tensor τ in Fig. 2(d).

B. TN construction of partition function in the
dual representation

In this section, we consider mapping the original model
onto the dual lattice via the Kramers-Wannier duality
transformation. This approach has several advantages;
(1) the connectivity of TN can be reduced, while the de-
grees of freedom for each index are rather compact. This
allows to mitigate the effects of finite bond dimensions.
(2) The ground state degeneracies of the given model
could be reduced in the dual representation. To illus-
trate this, let us define new variables in the dual lattice
[22–24], as shown in Fig. 3(c),

ϕi = θi − θj ,

ϕj = θj − θk,

ϕk = θk − θi.
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FIG. 3. (a) TN construction of partition function in the dual
representation. The 3-leg tensor τ̃△ is defined on the dual lat-
tice. Again, the black dashed line corresponds to the original
UJ lattice. (b) One can map the dual TN representation onto
the square lattice by grouping the 3-leg tensors τ̃△. (c) The
original and the corresponding dual variables defined on the
triangular plaquette. (d) Summation over the square gives
the local tensor τ̃ .

These three dual variables form the dual lattice in
Fig. 3(a). In this dual representation, it is reduced to
a loop model without the closed loops conditions, i.e.
the dual variable ϕ may form closed loops or fluctuating
strings with two point charges. The dual TN represen-
tation of a small patch of the local tensor τ̃△ is given
by

τ̃△ =
1√
6
e−

Jβ
2 [cos(ϕi)+cos(ϕj)+cos(ϕk)]δ

(6)
i+j+k, (6)

where δ
(6)
i+j+k denotes δ[mod(ϕi+ϕj+ϕk,6),0]. Again, one can

obtain the uniform TN representation of the local tensor
τ̃ by mapping the TN states arranged on the dual lat-
tice onto the square lattice (Fig. 3(b)) by contracting the
3-leg tensor τ̃△ as shown in Fig. 3(d). The general con-
struction of the dual TN representations is discussed in
Appendix A.

It should be noted that the dual TN representation
of the local tensor τ̃ constructed above requires much
fewer bond dimensions than the original local tensor τ .
This is due to the fact that its dual lattice has less con-
nectivity compared to the original UJ lattice. In addi-
tion, the duality transformation serves as reduction of
ground state degeneracies. To see this, we remind the
reader that the physical pictures of the dual represen-
tation are represented by spin difference θi − θj of the
original model. For example, the chiral LRO has 12-fold
degeneracy with ±2π/3 degree spin differences. In the
dual representation, the dual variable behaves like Ising

spins as cos(ϕ) = ±1/2 and leads to a reduction of 12-fold
ground state degeneracy to twofold, namely the Z2 LRO
phase. Similarly, the Z6 LRO phase is converted to the
trivial state as disordered state, since the dual variable
always gives cos(ϕ) = −1. The concrete benefit of the
reduction of ground state degeneracy for the TN method
will be discussed in the Sect. III.

C. Calculation of physical quantities

To calculate the expectation value of the physical
quantities O, such as internal energy and chirality, we
perform the impurity method with loop optimization (see
Appendix B 1 for details). In this particular study, we
split the raw interactions on the UJ lattice into the two
independent sublattices A8 and B4. Since this definition
cannot be realized on the dual lattice, the impurity ten-
sors after the duality transformation do not appear in
this work.

The impurity tensor corresponding to internal energy
E of the AF 6-state clock model on the UJ lattice can be
constructed by replacing the Boltzmann weight W with
the following,

WE = [cos(θi − θj) + cos(θj − θk) + cos(θk − θi)]×W.
(7)

We measure the internal energy E on each sublattice A8

and B4 separately and estimate the specific heat CA8,B4

from the numerical derivatives of dE/dT .

To discuss the Z2 symmetry of the AF 6-state clock
model, it is common to introduce an order parameter
called chirality [25, 26], which is defined by

κ =
2

3
√
3N△

∑
△

[sin(θi − θj) + sin(θj − θk) + sin(θk − θi)],

(8)
where the indices (i, j, k) run over the N△ triangular sub-
plaquettes and the order of indices is chosen to be alter-
nately clockwise and counterclockwise on the triangular
subplaquettes. The corresponding impurity tensor for
chirality κ can be defined as,

Wκ = [sin(θi − θj) + sin(θj − θk) + sin(θk − θi)]×W.
(9)

For two-dimensional critical systems, the CFT serves
as a powerful tool for understanding universality classes
[27]. The corresponding conformal data, including cen-
tral charge, scaling dimension spectrum, and OPE coeffi-
cients, can be efficiently computed using NNR-TNR. For
example, the Gu and Wen method [14] allows us to esti-
mate central charge and scaling dimension spectrum via
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diagonalizing the transfer matrix Mlx defined as below,

𝑀! =

𝑙! = 2

and 𝑀! =

𝑙! = 4

,

(10)
Assuming that the lowest scaling dimension is ∆0 = 0,
one can compute central charge and scaling dimension
spectrum as

c =
6lx
π

(lnλ1 + lxNf ), (11)

∆α = − lx
2π

(lnλα − lnλ1). (12)

Here, lx denotes the column length of the linear trans-
fer matrix, λα correspond to the eigenvalues of the linear
transfer matrix, and Nf is a normalization factor. In gen-
eral, the larger column length lx leads to the reduction
of finite-size effects, thereby enhancing accuracies. How-
ever, this improvement comes at the expense of increas-
ing computational complexity. To mitigate this problem,
we approximate the transfer matrix Mlx and diagonal-
ize it via the locally optimal block conjugate gradient
(LOBCG) [28] method (see Appendix B 2 for details).

Furthermore, one can extract the OPE coefficients
Cαβγ from the overlaps of the eigenvectors of the transfer
matrices [29–31] as,

Cαβγ =
⟨ψα(M4)|ψβ(M2)ψγ(M2)⟩
⟨ψ1(M4)|ψ1(M2)ψ1(M2)⟩

2−∆α+2∆β+2∆γ , (13)

where |ψα(Mlx)⟩ is the eigenvector of the transfer matrix
Mlx corresponding to its eigenvalue λα. For example, the
Ising CFT is constructed from three primary operators;
identity operator 1, spin operator σ, and thermal opera-
tor ϵ. It is known that the OPE coefficients for the Ising
CFT are

Cσσ1 = Cϵϵ1 = 1, (14)

Cϵσσ = 1/2. (15)

Note that although this approach is remarkably simple
and convenient to extract the OPE coefficients, we find
it very difficult to estimate the stable OPE coefficients
on the critical region with c = 1, which we believe is due
to the truncation error of the NNR-TNR algorithm. In
this study, we limit ourselves to apply this method only
to the Ising CFT.

Finally, in order to detect the phase transition, the fol-
lowing gauge invariant quantity X is convenient to locate
the off-critical phases [14]. In this study, we define the
quantity X as follows,

X =
(trM2)

2

trM4
. (16)

It is known that this quantity X corresponds to the de-
generacies of characteristic states.

(d)

(a)

𝑇!"

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

𝑇!"

FIG. 4. Physical quantities of the AF 6-state clock model
as a function of the temperature: (a) the specific heat C on
the sublattice A8. Its inset shows the specific heat on the
sublattice B4. (b) the absolute value of spin chirality |κ|.
(c) central charge c. (d) Temperature dependence of gauge
invariant quantity X for the AF 6-state clock model and its
dual representation. The inset shows the enlarged plot of the
gauge invariant quantityX around the Ising transition. These
results are obtained by NNR-TNR with bond dimension χ =
36 at the 50th RG step for the (a)-(b), and at the 12th RG
step for the (c)-(d).

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we present some numerical results on
the physical quantities and the conformal data of the
AF 6-state clock model and its dual representation us-
ing the NNR-TNR algorithm[32]. Note that while the
physical quantities such as specific heat C, chirality κ,
central charge c of the AF 6-state clock model and its
dual representation should be equivalent at the thermo-
dynamic limit, its gauge invariant quantities X and the
scaling dimension spectrum may mark different values.
For those invariant quantities under duality transforma-
tion, we show only the results of the AF 6-state clock
model, while both plots on its gauge invariant quantities
and the scaling dimension spectrum are included in the
following.

To capture the essence of the phase transitions, we first
plot the specific heat on two sublattices CA8

and CB4
of

the AF 6-state clock model in Fig. 4(a). For the specific
heat on the sublattice A8, there are a divergent peak at
Tc1 and a small bump at higher temperature, indicat-
ing the second order phase transition and other phase
transitions such as the BKT transition, respectively. On
the other hand, the specific heat on the sublattice CB4
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shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a) has only a single divergent
peak. This is consistent with the previous study of the
AFXY on the UJ lattice [8]. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the
local chirality κ of the AF 6-state clock model vanishes
around the chiral transition temperature Tc1, indicating
the formation of a chiral LRO phase. This again sug-
gests a conventional second order phase transition with
an order parameter like the Ising transition. From the
singular point of the local chirality we estimate the chi-
ral transition temperature to be Tc1 = 0.462J .

To identify the nature of the universality class, we plot
central charge as a function of temperature in Fig. 4(c).
It appears to have c ≈ 1 for the middle region and
c = 0.497 at the lower temperature, consistent with the
compactified boson and Ising CFT, respectively.

For the gauge invariant quantity X of the AF 6-state
clock model in Fig. 4(d), the fixed-point tensor flows into
the tensor with X = 1 in the high temperature (dis-
ordered) phase, while it takes X = 12 in the low tem-
perature (chiral LRO) phase, which corresponds to the
ground state degeneracies of this model. Note that there
is a sudden change in X between the chiral LRO phase
and the intermediate phase (X = 6) around the Ising
transition. This implies not only that the intermediate
phase corresponds to the Z6 LRO phase, but also that
this Ising transition can be attributed to the Z2 sym-
metry breaking of 6-fold degenerate states, yielding a
total of 12-fold ground states. On the other hand, the
gauge invariant quantity X from the dual representation
in Fig. 4(d) suggests that the chiral LRO, Z6 LRO and
disordered phases are now translated into Z2 LRO, disor-
dered and Z6 LRO phases, respectively. We observe that
the sudden jump around the Ising transition is reduced
from X = 6 ↔ 12 to X = 1 ↔ 2 in the inset of Fig. 4(d)
and is consistent with the property of the standard Ising
universality class with Z2 symmetry breaking.
In order to get an insight into the c = 1 region, we

plot the first 8 scaling dimensions of the AF 6-state clock
model and its dual representation as a function of tem-
perature in Fig. 5. We conjecture that the temperature
dependence of scaling dimension spectra can be described
by the Zq=6 deformed sine-Gordon theory [23, 33]

S =
1

2πK

∫
d2r∇(Φ)2 +

g1
2πα2

∫
d2r cos

(√
2Φ
)

+
g2

2πα2

∫
d2r cos

(
q
√
2Θ
)
, (17)

where Φ and Θ are real scalars and compactified as Φ ≡
Φ+

√
2π, Θ ≡ Θ+

√
2π. The coupling constants K, g1, g2

are a function of temperature. α is an ultraviolet cutoff.
The fields Φ and Θ are dual to each other by,

∂xΦ = −K∂yΘ, ∂yΦ = K∂xΘ. (18)

Within the critical region Tc2 < T < Tc3, the first
term in Eq. (17) is relevant and corresponds to the c = 1
compactified boson CFT. It is well known that the scaling
dimensions of the compactified boson can be expressed

as

∆m,n(K) =
1

2

(
m2K +

n2

K

)
, (19)

where m,n are some integers. For its BKT transition,
and Zq symmetry breaking transition, the correspond-
ing coupling constants are KBKT = 4 and KZq

= q2/4,
respectively.
In order to discuss the duality in the sine-Gordon the-

ory, we consider the following dual transformation [34]

Φ = qΘ, qΘ = Φ. (20)

Replacing Eq. (17) by Eq. (20) results in

Sdual =
q2

2πK

∫
d2r∇(Θ)2 +

g1
2πα2

∫
d2r cos

(
q
√
2Θ
)

+
g2

2πα2

∫
d2r cos

(√
2Φ
)
. (21)

Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (21) gives the same form as
Eq. (17) except for the coefficients. To achieve their cor-
respondence, one must exchange the coupling constants
as K ↔ q2/K and g1 ↔ g2. If g1 = g2, it corresponds to
the self-dual point of the effective field theory and should
have the same scaling dimensions with Ksd = q. Note
that this self-dual point is not obvious from the lattice
model or the raw Boltzmann weightW , but rather within
the framework of effective field theory, i.e., the fixed-
point tensor under the RG transformation. It should also
be noted that in the c = 1 region, the scaling dimension
in Eq. (17) as a function of K should be equivalent to the
the scaling dimension in Eq. (21) as a rescaled function
of K2

sd/K.
The scaling dimension spectra of the AF 6-state model

and its dual representation shown in Fig. 5 seem to in-
tersect roughly at a single point Tsd = 0.56J with the
predicted scaling dimension. This suggests the possibil-
ity of the self-dual point in the AF 6-state clock model.
We also find that the scaling dimension spectrum of the
AF 6-state clock model at T is in good agreement with
that of the dual representation at the rescaled temper-
ature T 2

sd/T , showing a fair correspondence in line with
our conjecture. From the points where the two lowest
levels of scaling dimensions intersect the exact one with
KZ6 and KBKT, we identify the universality classes at
Tc2 and Tc3 of the AF 6-state model as the Z6 symmetry
breaking and the BKT transition, and estimate the corre-
sponding transition temperatures to be Tc2 = 0.49J and
Tc3 = 0.64J , respectively. Since the dual representation
rewrites the field as K ↔ q2/K and g1 ↔ g2, the univer-
sality classes at Tc2 and Tc3 in the dual representation
are reversed as the BKT and the Z6 symmetry breaking
transition, respectively.

Fig. 6(a) shows the conformal data of the AF 6-state
clock model at the obtained chiral transition Tc1 =
0.462J using the the lx = 2 transfer matrix method.
For the early RG steps before the 12th RG step, we ob-
served that the central charge along the RG steps devi-
ates from c = 1/2. This behavior is due to the fact that
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𝑇!"𝑇#$ 𝑇#%

FIG. 5. First 8 scaling dimensions as a function of tempera-
ture. These scaling dimensions are estimated at the 15th RG
step with bond dimension χ = 36 using the lx = 2 transfer
matrix method. The black dotted, solid, and dashed lines
correspond to the exact scaling dimensions of the BKT, Z6

symmetry breaking, and self-dual point, respectively.

two transition temperatures are so close that the finite
size effect induced by the nearby Z6 symmetry break-
ing transition makes it difficult to obtain the true critical
behavior from small systems. Around the 12th RG step,
the extracted conformal data starts to collapse onto the
flat and degenerate spectrum, indicating the Ising uni-
versality class without a prior knowledge of the confor-
mal data. At the 12th RG step it roughly agrees with
the Ising CFT, including central charges and the scaling
dimensions ∆α < 3 in Fig. 6(a), although the stability
of the conformal data deviates from the expected value
afterwards. In Fig. 6(b), using the longer columns of
the transfer matrix with lx = 4, we find that its scaling
dimension spectrum is consistent with 6-fold degenerate
Ising CFT, namely there are 6 copies of identity, spin and
thermal operators due to the Z2 symmetry breaking of
6-fold degenerate states.

Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the conformal data from the
dual representation at the same temperature Tc1 with
bond dimension χ = 24, 36, respectively. Our result is
again deteriorated by the finite size effects of the nearby
the BKT transition point for earlier RG steps, but even-
tually flows into the correct fixed-point tensor consistent
with the Ising CFT for ∆α < 3. We note that the
stability of the conformal data along the RG steps in
Fig. 7(b) is drastically improved from Fig. 7(a) with the
larger bond dimensions. With the longer column length
of transfer matrix with lx = 4 and the LOBCG method,
we obtain that the higher levels of scaling dimension spec-
trum in Fig. 7(c) seem to be further improved with the

𝜒 = 36
𝑙! = 2

𝜒 = 36
𝑙! = 4

(a) (b)

FIG. 6. (a) Conformal data of the AF 6-state clock model as
a function of different RG steps at the Ising transition tem-
perature Tc1. The red dashed line represents central charge
and the other solid lines denote scaling dimension spectrum.
(b) The scaling dimension spectrum as a function of index at
the 12th RG step. The the black dashed lines correspond to
the exact scaling dimensions of the Ising CFT, while the red
crossed points are estimated from the NNR-TNR algorithms.
We extract these conformal data using the transfer matrix
methods with lx = 2, 4 for the (a) and (b), respectively.

longer column length of transfer matrix, i.e. the scaling
dimensions ∆α < 4. In addition, we estimate its OPE
coefficients from the overlap of the eigenvectors of the
transfer matrix Mlx=2,4 using the dual representation at
the 20th RG step as Cσσ1 = 1.046, Cϵϵ1 = 1.003 and
Cϵσσ = 0.529, which are evidently close to the values ex-
pected for the Ising CFT in spite of the interference from
the nearby BKT transition. Based on these conformal
data computed above, it seems reasonable to argue that
the chiral transition of the AF 6-state clock model on
the UJ lattice belongs to the Ising CFT. The comparison
between Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 clearly shows the advantage of
the dual representation, which reduces the bond dimen-
sion requirement by removing the 6-fold degeneracy in
the original clock model.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

In summary, we have studied the phase diagrams and
their critical properties of the AF 6-state clock model on
the UJ lattice and its dual representation. Based on the
NNR-TNR algorithm, we find that the AF 6-state clock
model has multiple phase transitions, the BKT, Z6 and
Ising transition with decreasing temperature. Compared
to the previous study on the the AFXY model on the
UJ lattice, we have provided the more reliable classifi-
cation of its critical properties based on the conformal
data; the low-energy physics of the spin QLRO phase is
well explained by the c = 1 compactified boson theory
and its relation to the dual representation is described
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𝜒 = 36
𝑙! = 2

𝜒 = 24
𝑙! = 2

(a) (b)

(c)

𝜒 = 36
𝑙! = 4

FIG. 7. (a) and (b): Conformal data from the dual rep-
resentation as a function of different RG steps at the same
Ising transition temperature Tc1 with different bond dimen-
sions χ = 24, 36. (c) The scaling dimension spectrum as a
function of index at the 20th RG step. We extract these con-
formal data using the transfer matrix methods with lx = 2
for the (a)-(b), and lx = 4 for the (c).

by the duality of the Zq=6 deformed sine-Gordon the-
ory. In addition, we find the chiral transition is in good
agreement with the Ising CFT. Interestingly, we observe
that the Ising transition of the AF 6-state clock model
consists of 6-fold degenerate scaling dimensions of the
primary operators due to the Z2 symmetry breaking of
the 6-fold state degeneracy, while that of the dual repre-
sentation is in perfect agreement with the standard Ising
CFT, including the central charge, the scaling dimension
spectrum and the OPE coefficients.

Our result suggests that the TN method and the dual
representation could serve as a powerful tool to obtain
accurate conformal data in the frustrated system. In the
present case, the duality transformation not only acts as
a reduction of the necessary bond dimensions required to
represent the local tensor, but also allows us to rewrite
redundant copies of primary operators of the underly-
ing CFT into a minimal representation. In particular, in
scenarios where one seeks to estimate conformal data of
continuous spin frustrated systems on the original lattice
model, one can infer that due to the infinite ground state

degeneracy, obtaining accurate conformal data within the
TN method may be considered impossible. The combi-
nation of appropriate discretization and its dual repre-
sentation with TN methods may open new avenues for
understanding critical phenomena that have been diffi-
cult to accurately confirm in previous studies.
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Appendix A: Tensor network representation of
Kramers-Wannier duality transformation

In this appendix, we explain the relationship between
the Kramers-Wannier duality [20] and TN representation
of the partition function [35]. Let us assume that the
partition function of the original model can be written
down as

Z =
∑
{ni}

∏
⟨i,j⟩

f(ni − nj), (A1)

where ni = 0, 1, . . . , q− 1 and f(n) is a periodic function
with a period q. The original lattice forms a directed
planer graph and the direction from i to j is specified.
On the other hand, the dual model is defined on the dual
lattice. Its sites are located on each face of the original
lattice and connected by directed edges, the direction
of which is a 90° rotation of the original lattice. The
partition function of the dual model is defined as

ZD =
∑
{mk}

∏
⟨k,l⟩D

f̃(mk −ml), (A2)

where f̃ is the Fourier transformation of f ,

f̃(m) =
1

q1/2

q−1∑
n=0

e−i 2π
q nmf(n), (A3)

f(n) =
1

q1/2

q−1∑
m=0

ei
2π
q nmf̃(m), (A4)

Here, we adopt an uncommon normalization of the
Fourier transformation to increase the symmetry of ex-
pressions. The new variable mk on a site of the dual
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lattice also takes an integer value from 0 to q − 1, and
the summation for ⟨k, l⟩D runs over all edges of the dual
lattice. In this appendix, we use indices i and j for
the original lattice, and k and l for the dual one. The
original (dual) lattice has N (ND) sites and both have
NB edges. For a finite plane graph, the Euler’s relation
N +ND = NB + 2 holds.
First, we briefly review the duality transformation

based on Ref. [20] . Rewriting the partition function in
terms of new variables on edges, we have

Z =
1

qNB/2

∑
{ni}

∏
⟨i,j⟩

 q−1∑
mij=0

ei
2π
q (ni−nj)mij f̃(mij)

 .
(A5)

Summation over ni yields constraint such that the diver-
gence of mij at a original lattice site,

∂im ≡
∑

j∈∂
(out)
i

mij −
∑

j∈∂
(in)
i

mij , (A6)

is equal to an integer multiple of q. Here, ∂
(in/out)
i is the

set of sites connected by edges entering/leaving a site i.
Then we can rewrite the partition function as

Z =
qN

qNB/2

∑
{mij}

(
N∏
i=1

δ
(q)
∂im,0

)∏
⟨i,j⟩

f̃(mij)

 . (A7)

Now we move to the dual lattice. Since the edges in
the original lattice and the dual lattice are in a common
position, we can regardmij as a variablemkl on a edge of
the dual lattice, and replace the product over ⟨i, j⟩ with
the product over ⟨k, l⟩D. The constraint on mij becomes
that the rotation of mkl around each face on the dual
lattice is zero. It allows us to rewrite mkl using variables
mk on each site of the dual lattice as mkl = mk − ml.
By removing the overcounting factor q of the mapping
between mij and mk, we obtain the duality relation,

Z

qN/2
=

qN−1

qN/2qNB/2

∑
{mk}

∏
⟨k,l⟩D

f̃(mk −ml) =
ZD

qND/2
.

(A8)
In the last line, we use the Euler’s relation.

The TN representation of Z having the same structure
as the original lattice is usually derived from the eigen-
value decomposition of the local Boltzmann weight on
a edge. Hereafter, we call such TN representation the
original representation. Since the Fourier transformation
of f is equivalent to the eigenvalue decomposition, we
can start from Eq. (A7). By distributing the eigenvalue

f̃(mij) on a edge of the original lattice to connected sites,
we have the original representation as

Z =
qN

qNB/2

∑
{mij}

N∏
i=1

δ(q)∂im,0

∏
j∈∂i

f̃(mij)
1/2

 (A9)

=
qN

qNB/2
tTr

N⊗
i=1

τ̄ [i], (A10)

where ∂i = ∂
(out)
i ∪ ∂(in)i . The inside of the square brack-

ets gives an element of the local tensor τ̄ [i]. As mentioned
in the main text, the representation (A10) is not appro-
priate to capture the chiral phase transition. Thus, we
use the different representation of the original model de-
rived in Sec. II A.
We can also obtain another TN representation of Z in

the dual lattice, so-called the dual representation. We in-
troduce a new variable nij ≡ ni − nj as in Sec. II B, and
replace the summation over ni in Eq. (A1) with one over
nij . This transformation is similar to inverse of the map-
ping from mkl to mk used in the derivation of the duality
transformation. Thus nij should satisfy constraint such
that its rotation around each face of the original lattice
is zero. In the dual lattice, it imposes the restriction that
the divergence of nkl at each dual site is zero. Therefore,
the dual representation of Z is given as

Z = q
∑
{nkl}

ND∏
k=1

[
δ
(q)
∂kn,0

∏
l∈∂k

f(nkl)
1/2

]
, (A11)

where the inside of the square brackets gives an element
of a local tensor τ̃ [k] at a dual site k. The factor q comes
from the fact that shifting nk simultaneously does not
change the value of nkl.

Finally, we consider the TN representation of the dual
model. Using the duality transformation (A8) and the
dual representation (A11), we have

ZD =
qND

qNB/2
tTr

ND⊗
k=1

τ̃ [k], (A12)

where we use the Euler’s relation again. Comparison with
Eq. (A10) shows that this is nothing but the original rep-
resentation of ZD. Since the standard representation of
ZD involves two Fourier transformations, the local tensor
τ̃ contains the original Boltzmann weight f . Conversely,
the dual representation of the dual model is equivalent
to the original representation of the original model.
For the AF 6-state clock lattice on the UJ model, the

local Boltzmann weight is given as

f(ni − nj) = e−βJ cos(2π(ni−nj)/6). (A13)

The dual variable ϕ defined in the main text corresponds
to 2π(ni − nj)/6. Since the dual lattice of the UJ lattice
is bipartite, the direction of edges can be set such that all
sites of the dual lattice are either all-in or all-out. Thus
we obtain Eq. (6) as the TN representation of the dual
model.

Appendix B: Improved estimation of physical
quantity for loop optimization method

In this appendix, we will explain some practical meth-
ods used in the present NNR-TNR calculation to improve
the accuracies of the physical quantities of the single spin
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FIG. 8. Schematic illustration of loop optimizations on im-
purity tensors. The gray circles denote the local tensors τ
and the red outlined circles denote the impurity tensors τ ′.
Throughout the RG steps one can see that the impurity ten-
sors multiply up to 4 tensors and stop multiplying after the
3rd RG step.

valuable and conformal data, which can be used also with
other loop-optimization-based methods, such as Loop-
TNR [15] and TNR+ [36].

1. Loop optimization on impurity tensors

To extract the one-point function for a single spin vari-
able at a given site, including chirality, internal energy,
etc., it is common to perform the impurity method. In
the following, we consider the renormalization scheme
of the single impurity tensor using the loop optimiza-
tion. Fig. 8 shows the renormalization of the single
impurity tensor τ ′. Up to the first 3rd RG steps, the
impurity tensors are multiplied to the square plaque-
tte and later they stop diffusing to the other channel
and form a cycle [37]. Therefore, it is straightforward
to perform the loop optimization on the impurity ten-
sors S

′
on the octagon configuration, i.e. minimizing

||τ ′1τ ′2τ ′3τ ′4 − S
′

1S
′

2S
′

3S
′

4S
′

5S
′

6S
′

7S
′

8||F , as well as the bulk
tensors S.
The expectation value of the physical observable O un-

der the periodic boundary can be calculated as,

⟨O⟩ = tTr(τ ′1τ
′
2τ

′
3τ

′
4)

tTr(τ1τ2τ3τ4)
. (B1)

In general, performing the loop optimization on the

impurity tensor improves its accuracy. The computa-
tional time of this method is simply twice that of the
loop-optimization-based TNR algorithms, since the bulk
and impurity tensors are optimized twice in a single RG
step.

2. Extracting accurate conformal data with
moderate computational cost

Central charge and scaling dimensions of the CFT can
be extracted from diagonalization of the linear trans-
fer matrix. When the system can be described by two-
dimensional CFT, the partition function of a system size
on torus of Lx × Ly can be written as

Z = eLxLyf+O(L−a
x Ly)

∑
α

e−2π
Ly
Lx

(∆α−c/12) (B2)

where f is the free energy density, a is some constant
larger than one, c and ∆α are central charge the scaling
dimensions. Note that the second exponential term the
carries universal information, while the first exponential
term has the non-universal contribution eLxLyf , which
can be set as a normalization factor Nf at each RG step.
Increasing the column length of transfer matrix lx

should give more accurate conformal data, as the finite-
size correction in Eq.(B2) diminishes. On the other hand,
the computational complexity of computing conformal
data from Mlx in a straightforward fashion (e.g full di-
agonalization) scales as O(χ3lx). In what follows, we ex-
plain how to extract the conformal data accurately, while
reducing the computational cost, simultaneously. One
strategies is to focus on the largest Neig-th eigenvalues
of linear transfer matrix from matrix-vector multiplica-
tion. For example, the locally optimal block conjugate
gradient (LOBCG) [28] is a suitable option as it acquires
the largest and leading eigenvalues. In addition, one can
further reduce the computational cost by using the 3-leg
tensors in octagon configuration after loop optimization.
One valid example of the approximation of the linear
transfer matrix M4 ≈ M̃4 can be represented as follows

≈
.

(B3)
Thanks to the loop optimization and the LOBCG
method, it allows us to improve the accuracies of con-
formal data with moderate computational cost, one can
solve the eigenvalue problems M̃4x⃗ = λx⃗ using the
LOBCG method, or diagrammatically,

= 𝜆

�⃑�

�⃑�
𝑀"!

.
(B4)
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Since the LOBCG method has matrix-free properties, it
allows us to compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the approximated linear transfer matrix by effective

matrix-vector multiplication M̃4x⃗. The overall computa-
tional cost of this method is O(Neigχ

lx+2), where lx is an
even number.
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